Abstract

Chinese medical professionals (CMPs) were embattled in a heroic fight against the continuing spread of COVID-19. As of February 13, 2020, over 60,000 people were infected, and 1300 died, overtaking the sudden acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) mortality rate. CMPs' response to the outbreak is challenging physician mistrust within Chinese society. The reasons for mistrust between CMPs and patients in China are complex ([@bib0035]), including the imbalance of medical resources, the lack of a cultural environment of mutual trust, the lack of medical knowledge among patients, and massive privatization and health system reforms that led to incentives that distorted fees for medical services. Patient mistrust leads to medical violence, wherein CMPs are attacked when medical procedures are unsuccessful or associated with the death of loved ones ([@bib0015]). In a previous study of physicians, including in Hubei province, the epicenter of the outbreak, 92.7 % reported verbal abuse, 88.1 % experienced threats of assault and 81.0 % experienced physical assault ([@bib0030]). Before the outbreak, a doctor was brutally killed, and another was seriously injured.

The mental health burden of medical violence is high, with prevalence estimates of those exposed being greater than 25 % for posttraumatic stress disorder ([@bib0025]). Three years following the SARS outbreak, the burden of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) was nearly 50 % for CMPs in Beijing with high work exposure ([@bib0040]). The double burden of previous exposure to workplace violence and the trauma of attending to the sick and dying amidst the COVID-19 outbreak will necessitate timely mental health interventions in the coming months ([@bib0020]). This will require urgent expansion of mental health services, including human resources, novel workplace interventions ([@bib0050]), and the expansion of digital and online platforms ([@bib0005]; [@bib0045]) to provide potentially scalable alternatives to face-to-face interventions. Limited evidence-based interventions for CMPs will complicate this response ([@bib0015]; [@bib0010]).

During the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak, the actions of front-line medical professionals have been widely applauded by the Chinese public, and images of their tireless efforts have been widely shared on Chinese social media. During the 2003 SARS outbreak, improved relationships between patients and CMPs were also noted but did not last. Through the promotion of continued medical reform, equitable diagnosis and treatment, adequate resources to ensure high quality care, and positive media portrayals, public mistrust of CMPs can be reduced. This crisis can provide an opportunity for the public to restore their trust in CMPs who have provided care to countless affected patients, and protected the public and the world, from wider exposure to this pandemic.
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